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Pv: Thanks Sigi for this presentation! I need to start planning an European Food Forest/Gardenroad 
trip... 

HD: Sigi will be available for live Q&A, please click back to the programme to join the Q&A session. 

JS: Fantastic!!!! 

JS: This looks looks a delicious assembly 

JS: this looks like a decicious assembly :-) 

PL: Thanks! 

GN: I think that I am right in saying that the theme of the Bible which is a book designed for all 
people is paradise lost - paradise regained! Thankyou Sigi - this integrating fruit growing into 
communities and your book that is about to be published in English is another piece of the jigsaw of 
putting together the global paradise which most enlightened people are hoping for. Andf of course 
all the other speakers are part of this too! 

JH: thanks for this Sigi! 

ES: Hello all, Q&A will commence in a breakout room straight after this session so you have the 
opportunity to ask Sigi any questions! 

KB: are these fruit street workers volunteers? 

BH: I am going to go as soon as I can. I have the most amazing "to visit" list for travels across 
northern Europe. I cant wait!! 

BH: Great presentation Sigi, thank you. A relevant paper you may be interested in what landscapes 
architects are starting to call "edible green infrastructure". 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264275120313792 

MC: I always recommend you taste something before planting and this looks like a good 
opportunity! 

DR: Sigi's engagement of local authorities & integrating with community is inspiring. 

DR: It would be interesting to get an idea of costs for organising these community activities. 

DR: We have found that community gardens generally & fg especially at promoting social cohesion 
& buildng bridges between cultures. 

LA: The Alchemistenpark is a wonderful place to experience the taste of different fruit, I visited it 
last year! 

CT: so inspiring! 

 


